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V'. " 'l PRELIMINARY REPORT

on a 

VLF-EM SURVEY

The field work for this survey was done late October, 1988.

The site is Lot 8 in Concession I of the Township of Bedford 

in the County of Frontenac. Measurements were done at 12.5-m inter 

vals on three N-S lines varying in length from 300 m to 510 m.

On all three lines, but particularly on the longest one which 

lies centrally between the other tv/o, we established the presence 

of a broad, strong conductor at shallow to moderate depth. The 

causative body appears to be terminated a short distance west of 

the most westerly traverse, but no further survey line was avail 

able to confirm this impression.

The central and longest line also traversed a narrower, but 

equally strong conductor in its northerly third. The causative body 

may or may not extend significantly to the east and/or to the west 

of the area where it was identified, but the other survey lines do 

not traverse the probable extensions of this body or structure.

LOCATION

Concession I is in the western part of Bedford Township, and 

borders on the Township of Hinchinbrooke, in the same county. The 

orientation of the lots is roughly east-west. This orientation 

happens to correspond with the approximate strike of the conductive 

zone.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The lithology of the Grenville Province is well-known. It is 

characterized by a high grade of metamorphism, an abundance of 

crystalline limestone, and the occurrence of relatively small areas 

with great mineralogical veriety and a high degree of structural 
complexity.

The writer has not yet had opportunities to study the geology 
of the surveyed area (which is largely hidden under overburden), 

nor to consult published maps and reports covering that part of



the township. He has been involved in surveys elsewhere in Bed 
ford and neighbouring townships and is familiar with the principal 
features encountered there, but the variety and complexity just 
mentioned make it impossible to state any assumptions regarding the 

area of the present survey.

Outcrops and boulders (float or drift) of an apparently massive 

felsic, granite-like rock type were noticed at the margins, or scatters 

across, the surveyed area, but it has to be kept in mind that many 
'granitic' rocks in this part of the Grenville turn out to be highly 
metamorphosed sediments. No limestone was seen, but it may well 
occupy a large part of the drift-covered field across which the tra 
verses were run.

THE SURVEY

All lines were traversed from the north end to the southern 
termination, with the instrument (Geonics EM16) tuned to the Maine 

VLF transmitter NAA. In general, the apparent azimuth of this 

transmitter was somewhat to the west of the facing direction, but 

on the most westerly survey line this deviation became zero in 
two areas, and on the most easterly line it increased to 35O to 

wards its-southern termination. This is a strong indication that 
the bulk of the conductive zone, or body, is contained between these 

two lines.
On the most westerly line {Line 200 E) the values of the Fraser 

derivatives are initially zero or slightly negative. At 25 m south 
of the baseline they start rising, to reach a maximum of 21 or 22 
at 58 m S. Around 93 m S they are back to zero, and fall to -17 at 

106 m S (the line ends at 125 S).
On the central line (Line 350 E) the initial tilt of the primary 

field, measured at a station with low-lying swampy terrain to the 
north of it, is negative; the quadrature is also distinctly nega 

tive, indicative of overburden conductivity. The Fraser values are 
initially negative; around 310 N they become weakly positive, but 

only between 245 N and 215 N they are convincinly (^ 20) positive. 

After a weak local maximum at 170 N, a slow but steady rise begins 
at 70 N, peaks at G rn north of the baseline, and rapidly declines to 

zero (around 20m south of the baseline). A weak secondary maximum



of about 20 or less is found near the southern termination of this 

long line, around 88 m S. The line ends at 120 S.

The third, shortest and most easterly line (Line 450 E), which 

also begins in a low-lying area with initially strongly negative 
tilt angles, does not show drastic changes over its 300-m length, 

and is probably off the conductive zone. The westerly azimuth de 
viations, which reach values of 35O around 100 m south of the base 

line, suggest that the conductor is to the west of it. This line 
ends at 150 m south of the baseline.

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

On the strength of the EM results, this locality merits further 

geophysical exploration, some geological mapping, and, after a more 

detailed delineation of the favourable zone, serious consideration 

should be given to the possibility of a few shallow to moderately 

deep diamond drill holes.

Ottawa, 1988 November 3

Walter Yzerdraat

for 

CALLISTO Minerals
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ttJrtSEf? OF LO'n'cP 
ORDER ELEMENT ANALYSES DEI EC! I W L1MT

1 Co Cobalt 1 i PPr 
2 Cu Cooper 1 1 PPI

EXTRACTION hEThOD

HC1-HN03, (1:3) Atoric ADsorotion 
HCl-H-'-Oi, (1:3) Atonic Absorption

3 Zn 
4 Ho 
5 Aq
6 w
7 Au

Zinc 
fcolybdenun 
Silver 
TunQSten 
Gold

2 1 PPK 
2 1 PPM 
3 O.i PPK 
2 2 PPh 
2 5 P?8

HC1-HS03, (1:3) Atocii Absorption 
HCl-Hf'03. 0:3) Atonic Absorption 
HC1-HN03, (1:3) Atoric Absorotion 
CAx&ONATE SINTER Colourinetric 
AQUA REGIA FA-AA ? 10 qn weight

SAHPLE TYPES

ROCK '

HUfflE? SIZE FRACTIONS

3 -200

w*m SAMPLE pREPASAiioNS mm

3 Crush.Pulverize -200 3

REMARKS: SAMPLE G-2 WAS TOTALLY PREPARED,
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